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Bolted bend restrictor
performance with
boltless simplicity

News
Subsea 7:McDermott

Technip FMC

HMC Quits Pipelay

Subsea 7 has withdrawn its $2 billion
unsolicited offer for McDermott.

TechnipFMC has been awarded a
front-end engineering design (FEED)
contract by BP for the floating
production storage and offloading
(FPSO) unit for the Tortue/Ahmeyim
Field Development, a major LNG
(liquefied natural gas) project located
offshore on the maritime border of
Mauritania and Senegal.

Heerema Marine Contractors (HMC)
will discontinue its offshore pipe
lay activities. The decision follows
a further review and commercial
evaluation in early 2018 of HMC’s
current position in the highly
competitive pipe lay market which
continues to suffer from significant
overcapacity.

The agreement between the two
companies provides a mechanism
to allow a transition of the contract
to an Engineering, Procurement,
Construction and Installation (EPCI)
contract at a later stage.

Following this strategic decision,
around 350 permanent jobs in
Heerema Marine Contractors will be
phased. The company will convert its
deep water construction vessel Aegir
to a fast sailing heavy lift vessel.

TechnipFMC will work on defining
the technology and equipment
scope and brings expertise to deliver
major projects, leveraging extensive
experience with Chinese fabrication.

gas (FLNG) hub terminal where the
gas is liquefied.

McDermott immediately rejected
the offer saying that it did not fit
into the company’s intention to
merge its operations with CB&I
to create a vertically integrated
onshore-offshore company.
McDermott recently reported
quarterly profit of $35.2 million,
compared to $21.9 million in the
first quarter of 2017. The was
primarily due to the settlement of a
significant change order in Asia and
an increase in activity in the Middle
East.
The key projects driving revenues
for the first quarter of 2018 were
the Saudi Aramco LTA II Lump
Sum, Saudi Aramco Safaniya
Phase 5, Inpex Ichthys and Pemex
Abkatun-A2 projects.
Schlumberger and Subsea 7 have
started talks to form a joint venture
to deliver subsea installations and
services.

The initial subsea infrastructure
connects the first four wells
consolidated through production
pipelines leading to a FPSO vessel.
From here liquids are removed and
the export gas is transported via a
pipeline to the floating liquid natural

BP commits to two new North Sea developments
BP has committed to two new
North Sea developments which are
expected to produce 30 000 barrels
gross of oil equivalent a day at
peak production. Alligin, a two-well
development west of Shetland, will be
tied back to BP’s Glen Lyon floating,
production, storage and offloading
(FPSO) vessel.
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The Tortue/Ahmeyim Field
Development is located in the C-8
block off the shore of Mauritania
and the Saint-Louis Profond block
offshore Senegal. The Tortue
discovery was made by Kosmos
Energy. BP now has the largest
interest (60%) among the four
partners in the project.

Balmoral boltless bend restrictor
Balmoral has extended its bend restrictor
range to include a genuinely boltless restrictor*.
This innovation allows fitting times to be slashed,
oﬀering huge savings in oﬀshore installation costs. In
line with Balmoral’s acknowledged track record for product
improvement, value has been added by taking something away.
Some existing products claim to be boltless but, in reality, none of
them actually are. Balmoral’s boltless restrictor retains industry
leading performance while oﬀering significantly reduced
installation times and costs.
¢ Rapid assembly minimises installation times
¢ Suitable for ﬂying leads, umbilicals, risers and ﬂowlines
¢ Endures long-term loading conditions and hot, wet conditions
¢ Manages large bending loads
Find out more on booth 1339-A at OTC 2018 or visit bit.ly/BalmoralBoltless

Booth 1339-A

www.balmoraloﬀshore.com

*Patents pending

Seep Hunting
Working for multi-client
geoscience data company, TGS,
Fugro is continuing the hunt for
hydrocarbon seeps, this time
offshore Brazil.
Two modern, purpose-built
vessels – Fugro Brasilis and Fugro
Searcher – have been deployed
to acquire high-resolution
multibeam echosounder and
sub-bottom profiler data in the
Campos and Santos Basins. The
survey is designed to mirror TGS’s
successful 2016-2017 Gigante and

Otos projects in the Gulf of Mexico in
which Fugro provided similar services.
Covering an area of approximately
200,000 km2, Fugro will use these data
to identify and recommend the most
prospective locations to target for
geochemical sampling.
Fugro has reported increased
confidence in identifying seabed
expressions of hydrocarbon seeps
and this has led to continued vigorous
demand for its combined multibeam
mapping and surface geochemistry
sampling services.

“Integrating high-resolution modern
multibeam systems with interpretation
enhances the services we provide for
our clients,” explains Jim Gharib, Fugro’s
Global Product Manager for Seep
Hunting and Geochemical Campaigns.
“We have been operating in Brazil for
more than two decades, providing a
wide variety of geotechnical, survey,
subsea and geoscience services,
principally for the deepwater oil and gas
industry,” he added. Project deliverables
will help optimise and refine exploration
and development activities.

Vorlich, also a two-well development
in the central North Sea, will be tied
back to the Ithaca Energy-operated
FPF-1 floating production facility
which lies at the centre of Ithaca’s
Greater Stella Area production hub.
Both fields are expected to come on
stream in 2020.
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BP also confirmed that it has awarded
a major contract for the Alligin
development to Subsea 7.
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News
Petrofac

Technip FMC

McDermott

Petrofac has signed an agreement
to sell the JSD6000 to Shanghai
Zhenhua Heavy Industries (ZPMC).

TechnipFMC has been awarded
an Engineering, Procurement,
Construction and Installation
contract by Sabah Shell Petroleum
Company.

McDermott International will selfperform air and saturation diving on
two key projects in the Americas,
Europe and Africa region.

The transaction comprises the sale
of all JSD6000 related assets held
by Petrofac, including the owner
furnished equipment, for a gross
consideration of US$190 million
and a 10% interest in a new special
purpose vehicle set up to own the
vessel once commissioned. Petrofac
will provide technical support for the
construction of the vessel, which is
expected to complete in 2022.
Petrofac will not contribute to the
cost of construction, commissioning
or testing of the vessel.
The total consideration of US$190
million is offset by a net amount of
US$23 million retained by Petrofac
under the previous hull and marine
contract with ZPMC.
The remaining US$167 million net
cash consideration will be received
as follows: US$92 million within
20 business days; a further US$70
million in stages as assets are
physically transferred (expected to
be over the period mid-2018 to early
2019); and, a final amount of US$5
million upon commissioning of the
vessel. The proceeds from the sale
will be used to reduce gross debt.

This award covers the delivery and
installation of subsea equipment
including umbilicals, flowlines and
the subsea production system for the
Gumusut-Kakap Phase 2 Project.
The company has been also awarded
an iEPCI (integrated Engineering,
Procurement, Construction and
Installation) contract by Energean
Oil & Gas for the Karish full field
development, located offshore Israel
at a water depth of 1750m.
The execution of this iEPCI contract
covers the design, procurement,
construction and installation of the
complete subsea system, a Floating
Production Storage and Offloading
unit (FPSO) designed to allow the
subsequent tie-back of the Tanin
field, the pipeline system, and the
onshore pipeline and valve station at
the receiving station.

The company was awarded a sizeable
contract to remove and replace a
single 24 inch (61cm) subsea hose
string to a single buoy mooring
(SBM) and pipeline end manifold
(PLEM) for Southern Africa’s largest
crude oil refinery operated by
SAPREF, located about 1.5 miles (2.5
kilometers) off the coast of Durban,
South Africa.
It will conduct a scheduled critical
saturation and air diving campaign
in early May from the multi-purpose
vessel, Amazon, which will function
as a diving support vessel for the
project. The project marks an
operational return to Africa.
McDermott’s global diving team
will also support the pipeline
installation and pre-commissioning
work for the BP Trinidad & Tobago's
Angelin project, located 25 miles
(40 km) off the east coast of
Trinidad and Tobago. The company
has an engineering, procurement,
construction, installation and
commissioning (EPCIC) contract from
bpTT for the Angelin gas field.
The divers will work off the Diving
Support Vessel (DSV) Da Vinci,
contracted by McDermott on bare
boat charter from Boskalis.

Autonomous Survey Solution
in Four Depth Options
Gavia AUV
Marketing leading low logistics AUV for commercial survey
• Greatest depth rating in its class – 500 and 1000m options
• Fully modular design, field swappable sensors for maximum flexibility
• High-accuracy, survey grade INS navigation with USBL and LBL aiding
• Wide range of sensor options including SSS, SBP, and Swath Bathymetry
• Operations from vessels of opportunity or shore

SeaRaptor AUV
TM

High Resolution Survey for Deep Sea Applications
• Depth rating options at 3000m and 6000m
• Field swappable batteries and sensors through plug and play payload ports
• High-accuracy, survey grade INS navigation with USBL and LBL aiding
• Wide range of sensor options including multibeam sonar, high definition camera, SBP, SSS
• Gigabit Ethernet for fast data downloads and sensor integration
• Energy conservation with weight-assisted descent

McDermott diving operations include
free flooding the pipeline; barrier
testing; metrology and 26-inch (66
cms) spool tie-in at the new platform
and at the Serette facility; precommissioning support for pigging,
hydrotesting and de-watering of the
pipeline and free span rectification.
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The dive team will use the DSV with
support from local Trinidadians for
the planned month-long campaign.
McDermott's DLV 2000 will install
the platform and pipeline, which is
due to arrive in Trinidad in the third
quarter of this year and expected to
be installed in the fourth quarter.
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Johan Sverdrup
The last module of the Johan
Sverdrup riser platform has been
lifted into place. The riser platform
– the first of four platforms to be
installed in the first phase of the
project – handles all exports of oil
and gas from the Johan Sverdrup
field.
The power converter, which will
enable the Johan Sverdrup field to be
powered with renewable electricity
from shore, will also be located on
the platform.
This makes the riser platform a
particularly central piece of the
Johan Sverdrup field center. Not only
will oil and gas worth more than NOK
350 million pass daily through the
platform at peak production (based
on current oil price of around USD
70 per barrel and a production of
660,000 barrels per day), but power
from shore will also make Johan

Sverdrup one of the most carbon
efficient fields on the Norwegian
continental shelf.
The riser platform topside was built
by Samsung Heavy Industries in three
modules, based on the design and
engineering of Aker Solutions. Steel
cut took place at the yard in South
Korea on 30 June 2016.
Only 19 months later, in February
2018, the Dockwise White Marlin
with two main modules onboard set
sail towards Norway. Three weeks
later, the third and final main module
followed suit on the Dockwise Mighty
Servant 3.
Once the vessels had safely arrived
at the destination in the North Sea,
all the pieces of the platform puzzle
were lifted in place by the heavy-lift
vessel Thialf of Heerema Marine
Contractors.

The riser platform is one of four
platforms that make up the field
centre on the Johan Sverdrup field
in Phase 1 of the project.
The installation of the riser
platform marks the beginning of
one of the most hectic installation
programs ever for a project in
Statoil. More than 400 km of
pipelines, 200 km of power cables,
the drilling platform, two jackets
and a bridge, will be installed
during the next weeks and
months.

Taking LBL
to the next
generation.

In early May the offshore
organisation, which will grow to
as many as 2,400 people spread
across three shifts at its peak, will
initiate the important work of
connecting and hooking up the
growing field centre and starting
to prepare for production start-up
late in 2019.

Ramses

NEXT GENERATION
ROV TRANSCEIVER

Canopus
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INTELLIGENT
TRANSPONDER
The Thialf approaching the Johan Sverdrup jacket
Image: Roar Lingfjeld/Bo Randulff/Statoil
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The Thialf lifting the Johan Sverdrup topsides
Image: Roar Lingfjeld/Bo Randulff/Statoil
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The Thialf lifting the Johan Sverdrup topsides
Image: Roar Lingfjeld/Bo Randulff/Statoil
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News

MMT
MT has extended its contract with Simon
Møkster Shipping for the DP2 multipurpose
support vessel Stril Explorer.
MMT has operated Stril Explorer since April
2014. It is equipped with the latest subsea survey technology and is very suitable
for launch and recovery operations with
Surveyor Interceptor ROV (SROV), Remotely
Operated Vehicles (ROV’s), Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV’s) and geotechnical equipment.
The Stril Explorer has been part of project
for MMTs clients such as Nord Stream
Pipelines and Nord Stream 2 and will be
operated by MMT during 2018 and 2019.
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Borkum Riffgrund 2 cable installation
Van Oord’s cable-laying vessel Nexus has started the installation of cables at
Ørsted’s offshore wind farm Borkum Riffgrund 2, in the German North Sea.
A total of 110 kilometers of cable will be laid in the wind farm to later connect
the 56 wind turbines with the offshore substation.
Furthermore, a cable will be laid to the nearby Borkum Riffgrund 1 wind farm,
also owned by Ørsted.
The installation work is expected to be completed in July. The connection
to the converter platform DolWin3 will follow about one month later, the
company noted.
The cables for Borkum Riffgrund 2 were manufactured by Nexans in Hanover.
After construction is completed, Borkum Riffgrund 2 will have an export
capacity of around 450 megawatts and will be able to supply green electricity
for the equivalent of around 460,000 German households.
Full commissioning of the offshore wind farm is planned for 2019.
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News
Jumbo Names New Offshore Vessel
Stella Synergy
Jumbo will call its new DP2 Heavy Lift Crane Vessel (HLCV) to be
delivered in the first quarter of 2020, the Stella Synergy.
This optimised HLCV has been designed together with Ulstein
Design and Solutions B.V. to combine economic and technical efficiency with the highest quality and safety.
Environmental considerations and improved fuel efficiency have
also been factored into the design where the vessel will be powered by dual fuel engines and has the ability to run on natural gas
(LNG).
The main crane of the HLVC will have a 2,500t capacity. Furthermore, Jumbo has opted for a triple hoist to allow for complex
upending operations and also chose for an Active Heave Compensation (AHC) auxiliary block of 600mt with a depth rating of 3,000
metres. The second subsea crane will have capacity for 400t with
an Active Heave Compensation (AHC) main hoist to control the
position of a load relative to the seabed.
The hull will be outfitted with a state of the art X-BOW enabling a
significantly more consistent transit speed and offshore workability in severe weather conditions. With a vessel length of 185
metres and a width of 36 metres the HLCV will be the world’s
largest X-BOW vessel.
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Gulliver
Royal IHC has handed over the fully selfpropelled DP2 crane vessel Gulliver to
Scaldis, a subsidiary of DEME, Jan de Nul
and Herbosch-Kiere.
IHC managed the complete scope of work
including the design, procurement, ship
construction in China and commissioning.
When the vessel was mechanical complete
she was transferred from China to ROG
Rotterdam to finalise the commissioning
activities and acceptance tests. The
successful sea trials and 4000 tonnes load
test proved the vessel is now ready for
operations.
The design was drawn up in-house in
close cooperation with Vuyk Engineering
Rotterdam on the basis of the extensive
heavy lift experience of Scaldis. The
GULLIVER possesses all key assets of
Scaldis other heavy lift vessel RAMBIZ
and incorporates the following new
developments that will extend the
possibilities of the new crane vessel.
• upgraded workability;
• increased lifting capacity and lifting
height;
• fully self-propelled DP2 vessel;
• skidding cranes to allow greater flexibility
to deck spaces;
• enlarged deck space;
• helideck.
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HR Wallingford, Ørsted
Refine Borkum Riffgrund 2
Foundations
The Borkum Riffgrund 2 offshore wind
farm, for which construction has begun in
the German North Sea, will have 56 8MW
turbines, including 20 next-generation
suction bucket foundations. Prior to their
deployment, the novel foundations were
part of a research project carried out with
Ørsted by HR Wallingford in its Oxfordshire
Fast Flow Facility.
It is well known that the action of waves
and currents can lead to erosion of the
seabed around wind turbine foundations.
This phenomenon, known as scour, poses
a risk to the stability of the foundation and,
in extreme cases, has the potential to cause
structural failure. Although scour is relatively well understood for traditional monopile
foundations, this is not necessarily the case
for complex foundation types.
HR Wallingford worked with Ørsted to help
to refine the design of the suction bucket
foundation, as part of a research project
investigating scour effects, and the most
suitable scour protection for the novel
foundation structures.
The ten-month study included physical
modelling and complex analysis, looking
into the types and extents of scour protection that would be required for the suction
bucket foundation to be deployed in the
North Sea. Testing was also undertaken to
assess the likely impacts of scour protection
around the cables required to transport
power from offshore wind turbines to
onshore transformer stations.
Harland and Wolff are manufacturing the
suction buckets for the foundations, while
GeoSea vessel Innovation is handling their
installation.
The 450MW wind farm, whose location is
some 40km northwest of the island of Borkum, and which is co-owned by Ørsted and
Global Infrastructure Partners, is expected
to be fully commissioned during 2019.
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Suction bucket foundations of the type being deployed at Borkum Riffgrund 2 were tested at a scale of 1:32 in HR Wallingford’s Fast Flow Facility
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Shell Vito
Shell will proceed with the Vito deepwater development in the U.S. Gulf of
Mexico. This assumes a break-even price
below $35 per barrel.
It will be developed by a new, simplified
host design and subsea infrastructure.
Vito, located beneath more than
4000ft of water over four blocks in
the Mississippi Canyon area of the
Gulf – will comprise eight subsea wells
with deep (18 000ft) in-well gas lift.
The company expects to produce up
to approximately 100 000 barrels of
oil equivalent (boe) per day from Vito,
located roughly 150 miles southeast
of New Orleans and currently boasting
estimated, recoverable reserves of 300
million boe.
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Shell launched a redesign of the Vito
project in 2015 that the company says
has yielded more than 70% lower cost
estimates compared to the original
concept. It attributes the projected cost
savings to a simpler design as well as
partnerships with vendors in well design
and completions, subsea, contracting
and topsides design.
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Titanic Survey

News

OceanGate, a provider of manned submersible services, and iXblue, a global
company that provides solutions for navigation, positioning and underwater
imaging, are combining forces to conduct the first manned submersible
expedition to the wreck of the RMS Titanic since 2005.
iXblue’s Phins 6000 inertial navigation system and Posidonia USBL positioning
system will both be used for the accurate and reliable navigation and
positioning of OceanGate’s Titan, the newest addition to the company’s fleet
of deep sea manned submersibles and the first privately-owned manned
submersible capable of reaching Titanic depths.
iXblue’s unique strap-down Fibre-Optic Gyroscope (FOG) technology, Phins
6000 subsea Inertial Navigation System (INS) provides accurate position,
heading, attitude, speed and depth information as the manned submersible
captures laser data and the first ever 4K images of the RMS Titanic shipwreck
and debris fields. Its high-accuracy inertial measurement unit is coupled with
an embedded digital signal processor that runs an advanced Kalman filter for
optimum positioning of the subsea vehicle.
Increased positioning precision of Titan on the shipwreck site will be provided
by Posidonia, iXblue’s long range and high accuracy USBL system that is
operated from the surface ship and will be calibrated thanks to a Phins surface
INS.
Designed to track subsea vehicles to depths of 6,000 meters at ranges
reaching over 10 000m, Posidonia uses advanced acoustic modulation, as well
as digital signal processing technology and operates in the low frequency band
for deep sea tracking operations. To communicate with Posidonia during each
dive, Titan is equipped with iXblue’s MT8 compact low-frequency transponder.

OceanGate’s Titan
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News
Balmoral Acquires Seaproof
Balmoral Offshore Engineering has acquired Seaproof
Solutions, to accelerate its expansion into the offshore
renewables market. The move is seen by both companies
as a strategic development built on the strengths of the
constituent parts. Seaproof produces elastomer products
in the offshore renewables sector. It is believed the move
will strengthen the UK’s position as a major content
provider for the offshore wind sector in particular.
• Balmoral recently launched a new product for the SURF
sector which it claims will reduce current installation
times by up to 80%.
The company has extended its range of polyurethane
bend restrictors to include a boltless version in response
to industry demands for project cost savings and as part
of a wider product improvement drive.
Designed as interlocking elements, restrictors prevent
over-bending at the interface between flowlines,
umbilicals, cables and rigid structures such as wellhead
connections, J-tube exits, rigid pipe crossovers and PLET
connections by mechanically locking up.
Although there are products on the market that claim to
be boltless, Balmoral says none of them actually are. The
intent, therefore, was to create a product that provides
a practical boltless solution that fully addresses the
shortcomings of existing products.

The new boltless restrictor is capable of:
• Rapid assembly to minimise installation times
• Performing on flying leads, umbilicals, risers and flowlines
•E nduring long-term loading conditions
•Enduring hot, wet conditions
•Managing large bending loads
The company’s product R&D manager, Dr Aneel Gill, said:
“It’s vital that new products address the issues raised by
those using them. In the case of our boltless restrictor,
industry-leading performance is retained while offering
significantly reduced installation time and costs.
“In other words we have achieved bolted restrictor
performance with boltless simplicity. Value can often be
added by taking something away.
“The interlocking feature of angled male and female
fins takes full advantage of the polyurethane material
properties. This connection secures the two bend restrictor
halves whilst minimising the effect of stress raisers. This, in
turn, optimises the load capacity of the design.”

Enjoy the growing collection of videos on technical news
(a shortened version on UT3, called UT4), accessible through our web site.

He concludes: “Our R&D team is tasked with the
development of products in support of client requirements
as they operate within increasingly extreme environments
and expectations. We have made significant improvements
across our subsea portfolio in terms of manufacturing
processes and product robustness which lead to cost
efficiencies.”

We will also publish videos explaining subsea technology, starting with
towed systems and Remotely Operated Vehicles

WWW.UT-2.COM
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Subsea in 60 Seconds

Free Educational videos on subsea
technology
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Cables
Not Quite The End Of The Tether
A growing global industry is opening
up in submarine cable installation,
yet there are still a few kinks to iron
out.
Cables are notoriously easy to
damage during installation and
don’t survive too well once installed
either, which can mean installation
design becomes overly conservative.
The market and some solutions
to these issues were discussed at
Subsea UK’s first Subsea Cables
conference, held in Aberdeen on 27
March.

The Outlook

Combined, the submarine cable
market demand for Europe alone,
out to 2026, could amount to some
27,521km of cable, according to
Chris Anderson, CEO of market
intelligence firm 4C Offshore. A little
less than half of this would be driven
by offshore interconnectors, he says.

Submarine cables are also being used
in the build-out of offshore wind,
i.e. inter-array and export cables.
There is 17.4GW fully commissioned,
dominated by the UK, with Germany
and China replacing Denmark and
Belgium in the rankings. As we speak,
9.5GW of wind is currently under
construction, dominated by China,
Anderson says. Other countries, which
didn’t previously register on offshore
renewables’ roadmaps, are also
making significant in-roads, such as
Vietnam, which is now in the top eight
for generating electricity from offshore
wind.
Over the next 10 years, 4C Offshore
has identified 57GW of likely offshore
wind construction. “Not every project
will go ahead, but others will come

Such projects are also happening
outside Europe, says Anderson. Asia
will see demand for some 6800km
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into the frame and other countries
will come in to play, such as Poland,
which was written off (as an offshore
wind play), and is now talking about
8GW,” Anderson says. “There are
currently 143 projects we have
identified as highly likely to proceed.
If we include ones we didn’t think
were going to succeed, it would be
235 projects.”
While the two main drivers for
submarine cables are for use as
interconnectors and for offshore
wind, there are also other systems
being built, such as cables that
move electricity from one part of a
country to another and tidal energy
cables, oil and gas industry umbilicals
and power cables and island
interconnectors, to replace small local
power generation (such as diesel
generators). Island interconnectors
could also be used, to supply power
generated on islands to the mainland.

Soft Touch
An ongoing issue for the industry is
installing submarine cables without
damaging them. Helix Canyon
Offshore’s John Davies says using the
right tool for the job helps. How to
do this has changed over the years. A
Burial Protection Index had been used,
Davies told the Subsea Cables event,
which made burial tool selections
based on subsurface type, from very
soft clay to very stuff clay, with sands in
between.
In 2014, the Carbon Trust, working
with major developers, came up with
the Cable Burial Risk Study, which took
a more probabilistic approach, says
Davies. The level of burial is based on
the risk or probability of being struck
by an external influence, such as
fishing gear or an anchor.
“This reduced burial depth
specifications to a more manageable
level,” he says. “They had wanted
Trelleborg’s NjordGuard CPS.
Image: Trelleborg.

There are a significant number of
planned, large-scale interconnector
projects in North West Europe.
Contracts have been awarded for
a new connection between the UK
and France, while a connection
between Denmark and the UK is
under consultation.
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by Elaine Maslin

of cable by 2026, Anderson told the
Subsea Cables event, with demand
also dominated by HVDC.

“They are now playing a key role
in the provision of electricity to
consumers in Europe and further
afield (i.e. via interconnectors, which
transport power from one country
to another). In the UK alone, 11% of
electricity is provided via submarine
grid systems (according to figures
from OFGEM). Nine years ago, they
barely registered.”

There’s also the Celtic
Interconnector project and
many more. In total, 4C Offshore
estimates demand for 14,600km
of interconnector cable by 2026,
totalling £23 billion in capex, of
which 13,575km will be HVDC cable.

MMT.SE

to open up the market and reduce
cost. If you chose the right depth
you can do things safer, quicker and
more cheaply.” Firms also need to
pick the right burial method, from jet
trenching and cutting tools to mass
flow excavation, he says.
But, other considerations that could
influence the live and health of
subsea power cables are potentially
being missed, says John Dix, head
of the geology and geophysics
research group at the University of
Southampton. He’s been looking at
the impact of how deep and what
cables are buried in on their life
expectancy.
The power transfer capability of
high voltage cables is limited by
thermal considerations, and core
temperatures can lead to premature
cable failure and play a significant role
in cable rating. In terrestrial settings
(onshore), burial medium accounts
for 70% of the temperature rise in
conductors, he told the Subsea UK
event. But little work has been done
to see what happens in cables buried
offshore, so Dix and his team looked
into it.
He says tests have shown that
heat dissipation is controlled by
conduction and convection, which are
in turn controlled by the permeability
of the media they’re buried in and,
to a lesser extent, the thermal
conductivity of the sediment.

Soft Touch

While current standards predict
fairly well what happens in low
permeability settings, when
compared with high permeability
settings there are significant
differences, in tests at least.
“We could be being very conservative
in the design of cables,” as a result,
he says. “Knowledge of this could be
used to preferentially route cables

in the future. Could this be cost
effective, could it help slow the rate
of degradation, could in time cables
with smaller diameter be used?”
Furthermore, the impact of how a
cable is buried on the environment
it’s in and how this then impacts the
heat dissipation is also unknown,
although the university has a proposal
for a 3D Chirp system to survey sites
so that more can be known about
what happens at burial sites.
Kevin Black, director at Partrac, thinks
more could also be done around
understanding seabed mobility, when
it comes to cable burial. “The latest
industry guidance is from the Carbon
Trust (referred to above by Davies)
with a document from DNV GL.
The most up-to-date document on
seabed burial is quite rudimentary,”
he told Subsea Cables delegrates.
“Many more lines of evidence could
be used to give better understanding
of seabed mobility and so exposure
to anchors, etc.” He in discussions
with the Carbon Trust over setting up
a workshop to discuss and ultimately
draw up new guidance.

Protection Racket
Power cables have been notoriously
easy to damage, which has resulted
in a heavy focus on cable protection
systems (CPS). Companies are
offering solutions to both better
protect cables but also enable more
appropriate design.
Daniel Bate, sales manager
renewables, at Trelleborg Offshore,
told the Subsea Cables event that
skills developed producing bend
stiffeners, bend restrictors and
buoyancy modules for the oil and gas
industry have been used to design
CPS for renewables.
Trelleborg has a new product, the
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Cables

An optimised cable quadrant. Image from Osbit By Elaine Maslin
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NjordGuard CPS, which uses oil and
gas technology to protect cables
during pull-in to monopiles, including
direct pull-in and pull-in via J-tubes.
It uses a polymer-based dual bend
stiffener system, says Bate. It can also
be installed and removed without
diver intervention, he says.
Omnisens sales VP Baz Matvichuk
suggested that using fiber optic
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embedded cables to enable both
greater lifetime monitoring of strain
on cables, data which could then be
used to feed empirical models used
for analysis during engineering design.
But, the issue is willingness to spend
the cash upfront, says Anderson.

On damage alert
Monitoring insulation resistance in
umbilicals and DC and AC power cables

with technology from Bender would
give wind farm operators advanced
warning of when a cable might fail,
Mumtaz Farooqi, technical manager at
Bender UK, told the event.
This can be crucial when lead times on
umbilicals can be two years, he adds.
Bender as a new 10GΩ subsea cable
line insulation monitor, the isoHR685.
It is designed for use on AC, AC/DC

and DC main circuits and detects
ground faults up to 10GΩ to provides
advanced warning of developing
insulation failure.
Synaptec, meanwhile, has developed
an automated fault response and
condition monitoring system using
distributed sensing in fibre optic
cables. Saul Matthews, business
development at Synaptec, a University

of Strathclyde spin-out, told the event
that the firm’s product, Refase, uses
the fibres already embedded within all
the cables which link together all the
turbines to their substations, and those
substations back to the mainland.
“We use these fibres to bring back
measurements from lots of remote,
small, sealed and completely passive
sensors (photonic current transducers)

installed in every turbine and all their
connecting cables. This means Refase
can spot faults up to 100km away in
a few milliseconds, isolate only that
section of cable showing a fault and
then permit any unaffected turbines
to come back onstream.”
Refase uses photonic multiplexing to
remote-monitor as many as 50 PCTs
through one standard, singlemode
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Cables
Not Quite The End Of The Tether Contd.

fibre – even if that fibre is already
being used for telecommunications.
The PCTs can measure 50 different
parameters, including voltage and
current.
The sensors don’t need power or
their own communication network,
as they use the fibre, and don’t
impact the infrastructure.
It’s all automated and happens in
under a second, compared to a
typical response time of between
12 hours and several days taken
by engineers travelling out to the
offshore substation and manually
finding faults, says Matthews.
This typically means that whole
strings of turbines are out of service
until the fault is found, he says. In
the future, the system could be
used for health monitoring, he says,
by measuring and analysing strain,
vibration, and temperature, etc, data.

Cable Protection
Costs have been reduced dramatically
in offshore wind in recent years (last
year a goal to get down to £100/MWh
was “smashed”, in Anderson’s words.
Yet, there’s still a drive to reduce costs
more.
Making installation work more efficient
by being open to new ideas could be
one way to reduce costs, says Robbie
Blakeman, director at engineering firm
Osbit.
Osbit worked with DeepOcean on the
Racebank wind windfarm. Typical interarray cable installation rates are 102/
day, Blakeman told the Subsea Cables
event. DeepOcean committed to a
minimum of 2/day on the project.
Then, by working with Osbit, and
deleting activity (cables pre-cut),
paralleling activity (CPS build offline) and optimising activity (cable
quadrant handling), it was shown this
could be increased to 4/day. Further

optimisation work could even
increase this to a theoretical 5-6
cables a day, says Blakeman.
Meanwhile, applying advanced finite
element analysis (FEA) to cable
entry and span design could also
reduce conservatism and therefore
cost, Keith Anderson, subsea export
systems manager at wood told
the event. He says advanced finite
element analysis modelling could
help optimise how designs take into
consideration the spans between the
cable entry to the turbine and the
seafloor touchdown.
Current approaches are simplistic
and neglect individual component
responses, he says. Using advanced
finite element analysis could reduce
conservatism. In addition, better
modelling of in-service conditions,
such as vortex induced vibration
(VIV), could also reduce conservatism
in designs.

Helix Canyon Offshore’s Grand Canyon. Photo : Elaine Maslin

Cable Protection Systems (CPS)
company Tekmar Energy has been
awarded multiple contracts by Van
Oord to supply their systems for both
the Deutsche Bucht and BorWin3
projects.

CPS to protect the 35 inter-array cables
planned on the project. The CPS is to
be tailored for the project to cater for
all different cable sizes applied and
respective interface to the monopile
foundations.

the corresponding offshore converter
platform of BorWin3. Tekmar is also
supplying its systems to protect the
79 inter-array cables on the Hohe
See offshore wind farm, as part of a
separate contract.

Deutsche Bucht is a 252 MW offshore
wind farm owned by Northland Power
which will consist of 31 8 MW MHI
Vestas wind turbines (8.4 MW power
mode).

BorWin3 is a 900 MW DC grid
connection system of the DutchGerman transmission system operator
TenneT. BorWin3 will convert threephase electric power generated by
offshore wind farms into direct current
and transmit it 160 km back to shore.

Tekmar said, “These contracts mark
our 61st and 62nd named projects
working within offshore wind, taking
the total systems supplied to well
over 6,000 protecting over 20 GW of
electrical infrastructure around the
globe.

Tekmar will supply its export cable
protection system to protect the 3
export cables between the Hohe See
offshore wind farm and BorWin gamma,

They also mark the 5th and 6th
project that we have worked on
with Van Oord, from the first project
together taking place back in 2011.”

Located in the German Bight, 95
kilometres northwest of the island
of Borkum, installation is planned to
start in the second half of 2018.
Tekmar will supply its market leading

OSEA
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2018
www.osea-asia.com
#OSEA2018

THE GATEWAY TO
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international participation. Join more than 1,000 leading exhibitors at OSEA2018
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out more about exhibiting options.
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DeepOcean Plough upgrade
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Osbit, the offshore engineering and
technology company, has secured a
project with DeepOcean to deliver
a significant upgrade to a subsea
plough, enhancing its capabilities
for the installation of a new gas
pipeline.

transport natural gas from Russia to
the European Union.

and laying of the 1.5m diameter
pipeline.

To meet the requirements of the
Nord Stream 2 project, the AMP500
is required to accommodate a larger
diameter pipeline.

DeepOcean’s Advanced MultiPass Plough (AMP500) will be
deployed to the Baltic Sea for
the construction of the 1200km
Nord Stream 2 Pipeline, which will

Osbit, through a competitive tender
process, has been awarded the
upgrade, which will transform the
asset into a state-of-the-art subsea
vehicle that can support the trenching

This will be facilitated by
implementation of a new share, major
pipe handling equipment upgrades
and the installation of Osbit’s control
system which will provide the latest
operational control technology for the
plough.
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The modular nature of the control
system enables it to be transferred

onto other trenching assets within
the DeepOcean fleet, which reduces
duplication of inventory. This is the
second control system Osbit has
supplied for DeepOcean, after it
installed the technology as part of an
upgrade of the T1 Trencher, in 2017.
The project will be delivered at Port
of Blyth, where both companies
have quayside operations, and will
be completed to the required strict
timescale of 30 weeks.
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GyroUSBL
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Allseas is to take advantage of the performance and operational
benefits available from Sonardyne International’s GyroUSBL
acoustic positioning technology, following an order for two
systems for its 236 metre long lay vessel, Lorelay.
Sonardyne GyroUSBLs mounted on Lorelay’s stinger will track an ROV during
touchdown monitoring operations. Image: Allseas
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Used in conjunction with a Ranger 2 USBL (Ultra-Short BaseLine)
topside which also formed part of the order, the GyroUSBL
transceivers will be installed on the end of the Lorelay’s stinger
to acoustically track an ROV deployed to ensure a pipe is
accurately touching down in the permitted corridor.
Contd next page
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Contd previous page
USBL transceivers are routinely
deployed through the hull or
over-the-side of a vessel, enabling
targets to be tracked below, to the
side and far behind. However, on a
large DP pipelay vessel such as the
Lorelay, a transceiver cannot reliably
‘see’ through the thruster wash
created at the rear so touchdown
monitoring operations are often
conducted by an ROV operating
from a survey vessel (equipped with
its own USBL system) following on
behind. With a stinger-mounted
GyroUSBL, there is a proven
alternative.
The unit combines a 6G HPT
transceiver (either 5,000 or 7,000
model) and Lodestar Attitude and
Heading Reference System in the
same assembly and is supplied
pre-calibrated to eliminate the
mechanical alignment errors seen
in conventional USBL setups.
These features allow an acoustic
transceiver to be sited well away
from noise interference, even
on a dynamic structure such as a
stinger, and deliver outstanding
positioning performance. It also
means that a pipelay vessel is able
to employ its own ROV to carry out
touchdown monitoring, allowing the
accompanying survey vessel to get
on with another task, or eliminating
the need for it altogether.
Mounting a GyroUSBL on a stinger
is now a widely adopted practise
amongst pipelay vessel operators,
with the technique having first
appeared on the market in 2013.
The Lorelay will be third vessel in
the Allseas fleet to be equipped in
this way, with systems already in
operation on the Pioneering Spirit
and Solitaire.
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Cobra

International Submarine Engineering
International Submarine Engineering (ISE)
has completed the delivery of two of its
most current Explorer AUVs. The delivery
adds to the fleet of AUVS already delivered
by ISE to the customer.

Bibby Offshore has become the
first to deploy a pioneering diving
safety system in the North Sea. The
company provided its divers with
the innovative Compact Bailout
Rebreathing Apparatus (COBRA),
during a recent contract with BP
North Sea.

The latest vehicles have received an
exceptionally advanced underwater video/
still photo subsystem payload in addition
to the multi beam echo sounders and side
scan sonars that the Explorers already
carry.

Working at depths of up to 110m,
the Bibby divers using the COBRA
system to deliver electrical umbilical
installation, subsea control module
(SCM) change-out, and production
and controls system integrity testing,
deisolation and commissioning
services.
COBRA, developed by JFD, is a
simple, highly reliable bailout system
which offers divers up to 45 minutes
of fully independent breathing gas
in an emergency situation. Bibby
Offshore’s deployment of the system
is a first for the North Sea since its
introduction to market last year, with
the company playing a key part in
testing during 2017.

The addition of this new camera system
showcases the ISE Explorer AUVs inherent
upgradability and ease of integration
of diverse sensor packages to maintain
current technology capabilities.
The addition of this digital image collection
capability enhances the broader data set
resolution.
Above: ISE Explorer
Below COBRA bailout system
Bottom Right New power connector

Custom EMO Multiplexer system from MacArtney
MacArtney’s SubConn connectivity
products have been designed,
manufactured and tested for use in
harsh marine environments, from
shallow water use to full ocean
depth rating.
The company has now launched
giant-sized connectors for high
power submersible pumps.
The scope of supply of this recent
order consists of a total of nine
sets of 4-pin power connectors
based on MacArtney’s SubConn
1-pin power connector.

Four SubConn 1-pin power
connectors have been installed
in a connector body designed and
manufactured by MacArtney and
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subsequently moulded to a MacArtney
supplied power cable.
This moulding procedure was carried
out in MacArtney’s moulding and cableassembly workshop representing stateof-the art moulding technology.
The connector has a rating of
1000V/250A per pin and includes
a standard 3-pin SubConn circular
connector for signal transfer as well as
POM dust caps.
The connectors are used in railway
tunnels where water and
spills inevitably accumulate
at the lowest
point of the tunnel.
Therefore, high
power pumps are
usually installed at
this point to ensure
pumping liquids
out of the tunnel, often
over a distance of several kilometres.

In the event of pump service or
replacement, it is essential for the
safe operation of the tunnel that the
downtime is minimised.
The 4-pin custom connector selected
allows the operator to quickly
connect and disconnect the pumps
and is thus a critical part of the tunnel
safety infrastructure.
Key technologies of the connectivity
range of MacArtney include wetand dry-mateable power, signal
and optical connector solutions,
terminations and penetrators under
the renowned SubConn, TrustLink
and OptoLink brands, GreenLink
termination solutions and subsea
cables from leading manufacturers.
In addition, MacArtney supplies an
endless list of custom connectivity
solutions including specially moulded
or machined cable assemblies,
bespoke interconnect solutions and
junction boxes.
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Deepsea Mining
Deep Sea Mineral Study
The Maersk Supply Service multipurpose vessel, Maersk Launcher, has
left San Diego port for its first deep
sea mineral offshore study.
The departure marks a milestone for
Maersk Supply Service’s work with
deep sea metal company, DeepGreen.
MSS began working with DeepGreen
in 2017, to bring marine knowledge
to the development of a method for
harvesting polymetallic nodules in a
sustainable way.
The nodules contain metals such as
copper, cobalt, manganese and nickel,
which are valuable materials for electronics, as well as batteries used for
renewable technologies.
The offshore work targets the Clarion
Clipperton Zone of the Pacific Ocean
at a water depth of 4,500 meters.
A total of five voyages are planned for
2018 and 2019. The first four are centered around environmental studies
and documentation of the seabed.
The offshore work will occur under
the regulation of the United Nations’
International Seabed Authority (ISA),
which will ensure the best practices
and demand minimal environmental
impact.
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“This voyage is a continuation of the
work required in preparation of the
Environmental Impact Statement that
NORI aims to submit to the ISA, a
necessary step to move the exploration license to exploitation license,
which will enable NORI to bring these
essential metals for our future to the
surface where they will be treated
onshore using DeepGreen’s patented
processing technology, which aims
to produce zero waste,” said Gerard
Barron, CEO of DeepGreen.

The Maersk Launcher
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“We believe these future metals can
be produced responsibly, protecting
ocean health, while avoiding the deforestation, pollution and child labor
that too often are part of traditional
mining.”
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New Technology

Multibeam Imaging Sonars

Single and Dual Frequency Operation
300m and 4000m Depth Rated

Applied Acoustics: Nexus 2

STR: SeaSpyder

The Apex SeaCam is
capable of 4K UHD and
operates in multiple HD
formats. Proprietary corrector
optics provide superior imaging
performance with a low-distortion
70° HFOV. A faceplate illumination of 0.56 lux
provides impressive low light performance.

Easytrak Nexus 2
Applied Acoustics' flagship USBL system, the
Easytrak Nexus 2, is now available with a choice of
transceiver – the directional 2780 version which
can achieve very long ranges (up to 3km) with a
high degree of accuracy (0.1% slant range), and
the omni-directional 2686 version ideal for use in
extremely shallow water (less than 2m).
The operating console is the same in either case
enabling the transceivers to be inter-changeable.
In addition, the 1100 series of transponders now
all feature data telemetry functions which can be
utilised when used with the Nexus 2 USBL.
The transponders themselves can be used without
telemetry with all Applied Acoustic USBL systems,
as well as those from other manufacturers,
thereby maintaining their overall flexibility.

Imenco: Fish Camera

Apex SeaCam

Apex SeaCam

Both 4K UHD and HD configurations have a 12x optical zoom, and the HD
output modes feature a lossless digital zoom feature which extends the
zoom range to 24x. Tested with over 10,000 pressure cycles during the
design process, the titanium housing and optically polished dome are
depth rated to 6000m.
The SeaSpyder

Micro-USBL Tracking Beacons

Bidirectional Acoustic Data Modems

Edgetech 6205S
The SeaSpyder is effectively a drop camera deployed
on or near the seabed to take photos. On the body, it is
possible to mount lights, video, stills cameras such as a
digital SLR camera with its water corrected lens.
A high power strobe/flash unit enables very high resolution, short exposure pictures up to 18 megapixels. This
gives clarity not available with video cameras.
The original version of SeaSpyder was aimed at shallowmedium water depths up to 500m, however, the latest
iteration operates over longer cable lengths for operation down to 1000m.

6205S swath
bathymetry and
dual frequency
side scan sonar

Edgetech has launched its 6205S fully integrated, swath bathymetry and
dual frequency side scan sonar system. The 6205, a Multi Phase Echo
Sounder (MPES) produces real-time, high resolution, three dimensional
(3D) maps of the seafloor while providing co-registered simultaneous dual
frequency side scan imagery.
The 6205 uses ten receive element transducers and one
discrete transmit element. The high number of
channels enables superior rejection
of multipath effects,
reverberation and
acoustic noise
commonly encountered
in the shallow water
survey environment.

Portable Sidescan Sonars

Towed, OEM, Hull and Pole Mounted

Valeport: SwiftPlus
Imenco's fish farm camera
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Imenco's fish farm camera consists of two pan and
tilt cameras placed back-to-back in a high quality
housing. Between the two are sensors that record
depth temperature and oxygen, so the operator
knows the water conditions that the fish swimming in.
The camera also monitors the shape of the mouth
of the fish - often an indication of longevity. Future
developments will incorporate a camera with light
ring for the winter months and a high definition
cameras to identify the presence of sea lice.
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Valeport’s new Swift Plus not only measures sound
velocity temperature and pressure, but it computes
salinity density, conductivity and it also measures
Valeport’s Swift Plus

turbidity. This is due to its nephelometer and optical backscatter which spans
0 to 20 000 NTU. It is understood that this is presently unique in the market.
Turbidity is cloudiness of water but this is also affected by particle
suspension. The nephelometer measures light at a certain angle. It is very
good at a linear in the 0 to 4000 NTU range while optical backscatter pushes
the envelope to 20,000 NTU
Valeport is aiming the Swift Plus at the environmental monitoring sector,
particularly the dredging market where measuring turbidity is important.
When using multibeam echo sounders, it is necessary to take sound velocity
and density measurements, so this essentially offers everything all in one
package. The Swift Plus also gives GPS positioning, Bluetooth connectivity,
a simple switch on and rechargeable battery, all popular features for subsea
survey equipment.
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AUVs
Sea Raptor
Teledyne’s AUV ventures are
perhaps best known for its small
hand-portable vehicle Gavia. It is
designed for various applications,
including geophysical surveys, cable
and pipeline surveys, environmental
surveys, and under ice surveys,
as well as Mine Countermeasures
(MCM), Rapid Environmental
Assessment (REA), and Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance
(ISR) surveys.
The design ethos is characterised
by its modularity – adding or
subtracting functional modules such
as Science, multibeam or sub-bottom
profiler to the main body to extend
or match its intended requirements.
The low-logistics vehicle is
designed to work in 5001000m waters.
More recently,
gowever, Teledyne
has looked to expand
further - and deeper
- into the search and recovery,
salvage, exploration, construction
support, oceanography and marine
archaeology markets. Doing so
requires a more powerful, deeper

Gavia Navigation Module
Earlier this year, Teledyne released
a new navigation module for the
Gavia.This incorporates iXblue‘s
new Phins Compact C3 with a
Teledyne RDI 1200kHz Workhorse.
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The combination offers a 0.3%
CEP50 Distance Travelled
navigation accuracy in a very
compact module that lowers the
weight and size of the vehicle from
previous navigation options.
The Phins Compact C3 is the
second inertial navigation system
from iXblue that Teledyne Gavia
has integrated into the Gavia AUV.
Teledyne Gavia has had success
with the iXblue C5.
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Riptide AUV
water vehicle. The result is the Sea
Raptor.
“The development of the Sea Raptor
came out of a specific customer
requirement, " said business
development Manager Arnar
Steingrimsson. "Although we have
mainly focussed on the small, micro
vehicles with a length of 9in, 12in,
possibly 21in, we started to get
customers asking for 6000m rated
vehicles for search and recovery type
applications.

Baseline (LBL) transponders.
"The vehicle can be customised
with a variety of sensors include
including a Teledyne Benthos sub
bottom profiler, a Teledyne RESON
multibeam echo sounder (MBES)
and an EdgeTech dual frequency side
scan sonar (SSS).

Riptide Autonomous Solutions Displays
During Sea-Air-Space in National
Harbor, Riptide Autonomous
Solutions displayed a new variant of
their unmanned undersea vehicle
(UUV) product line. This particular
vehicle is a deep rated version to
support acoustic telemetry research
programs.
The deep UUV is rated for 1500m
depth but still only 7.5in in diameter.
Its payloads include CTD, acoustic

"The strength of Gavia system comes
from individual modules and the
pressure hull is formed when the
modules are connected together. This
gives it its strength.

modem and a custom towed
acoustic receiver array. With
industry leading low power hotel
load this system can still deliver
over 48hrs of endurance for field
testing.
Dan Lawrence, leading the effort
for Riptide, noted “the purpose
of the current vehicle is to
demonstrate long range, medium
data rate acoustic underwater

communications for a mission
critical project.
To accomplish this we needed to
operate for long periods in the
deep sound channel.” These waters,
around 1000m deep, are typically
out of reach of compact UUVs.
Riptide’s open source software
and flexible mechanical design
enabled the rapid development of
this custom UUV and ensured the
research program could be executed
as planned.
Riptide has begun
shipping the new
MK IIs and can
tailor systems
for customers
interested in
deep applications.

“A larger vehicle meant departure from
the modular concept but introduced
the idea of payload ports for fieldswappable sensors.
Instead of individual pressure hull,
the Sea Raptor contains numerous
waterproofed electronics bottles
mounted in a frame and the body is
then covered in foam. The AUV itself
incorporates serial communication,
Ethernet, and power. The removable
batteries and data storage enables
rapid turn-around to maximize
operating time.
It has inbuilt deep water navigation
systems such as an Inertial navigation
system (0.1% DT accuracy), Doppler
velocity log (DVL) and depth sensor,
and a Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS)
Positioning accuracy can be maintained
over longer duration deployments by
using an Ultra Short Baseline (USBL)
or ranging to bottom-moored Long

Iver PW
It can also carry a CathX
high resolution camera, laser
scanning, and strobes, Teledyne
RD Instruments conductivity
temperature depth sensor (CTD)
and a Teledyne BlueView forwardlooking sonar for advanced obstacle
avoidance.

L3 Technologies has released
its latest AUV, named the Iver
Precision Workhorse (Iver PW).This
is the first in a family of advanced,
highly capable military AUVs to
address a wide variety of customer
missions, including multi-domain
intelligence, surveillance and

reconnaissance (ISR), antisubmarine warfare (ASW), seabed
warfare and mine warfare.
The Iver PW is designed to work in
water depths of up to 300m and
has a run time of over 40 nautical
miles.

One problem with shipping AUVs is
that their batteries contain lithium.
These are potentially hazardous and
have to be handled with care.
The Iver PW however, contains
an aluminium-water AUV power
module for lithium-free safety and
extended range.

The company says that it is just not
possible to house these payloads in
smaller vehicles.
The Sea Raptor is positively buoyant
and contains an acoustic release that
can drop emergency ballast to the
vehicle will float up to the surface.
There is also an Acoustic pinger,
Satellite locator beacon and radio
frequency (RF) beacon
The first vehicle will be delivered
later this year for a customer in
China.
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The Iver Precision WorkhorseAUV
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AUVs
Teledyne Gavia
Teledyne has integrated the Marine
Magnetic Explorer magnetometer
into its Gavia autonomous
underwater vehicle (AUV).
The Explorer AUV magnetometer
is a high accuracy omnidirectional
sensor, which is towed behind the
vehicle, allowing it to operate outside
the AUV’s magnetic signature. The
Explorer’s accuracy and sensitivity,
small size, low noise and minimal
power requirements make it a

valuable tool that is suited for use
with AUVs.

heading error that might obscure small
targets.

Dynamic and static testing of the
Gavia AUV was conducted at Marine
Magnetics’ facility in Canada and near
Teledyne Gavia’s manufacturing facility
in Kopavogur, Iceland to validate that
the Explorer could measure variations
in the magnetic field, rather than the
influence of the Gavia moving through
the water column. The trial ensured
that the data was accurate and free of

The testing produced the data set which
is smooth and free from stripping, a
by-product of heading error. The pre
and post-seeded surveys, matched
up perfectly. The data (image below)
illustrates the accuracy of both the
Explorer magnetometer and the 3D
positioning capabilities of the Gavia
AUV, allowing the combined Gavia AUV
Explorer Mag to locate all of the targets.

Wet-mate connectors

Recognised throughout
the industry

Full range of
Ethernet connectors

40 year track record
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Remus
While Teledyne has increased its range from a
smaller AUV to a larger vehicle, Kongsberg Remus
has gone the other way. The recent launch of the
REMUS M3V (Micro 300m rated Vehicle) is designed
to be launched by hand over the side of a boat,
from shore or even from an aircraft.
This new high speed, low cost micro AUV supports
numerous applications including search and survey,
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR)
marine research; and multi-vehicle missions.
The vehicle is true A-size 91.5 x 12.4cm (36in x
4.875in) vehicle with no fins or appendages outside
the A-size envelope and can be used for multidomain deployments.
The REMUS M3V can achieve speeds of 10 knots
and is equipped with an articulated tail control
system and a positioning and navigation system
as standard. It also has a variable centre of gravity
allowing it to operate in a buoy-mode. Outfitted
with a side scan sonar, the vehicle has a multifunctional tail antenna that includes Iridium, WiFi
and a Flasher.
At its normal survey speeds of 3–4kt, it can go 6–8
hrs.
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The Remus M3V
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SMART
SUBSEA
SOLUTIONS

Long Range AUVs

S2C TECHNOLOGY: COMMUNICATION AND TRACKING COMBINED
-

Brett Hobson from MBARI and Gabe Foreman from the University of Hawaii prepare a long-range AUV for field trials.
Image: Chris Preston © 2018 MBARI
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For the first time, scientists from
the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
(UH Mānoa) and the Monterey
Bay Aquarium Research Institute
(MBARI) will deploy a small
fleet of long-range autonomous
underwater vehicles (LRAUVs)
that have the ability to collect
and archive seawater samples
automatically.

have been studying these microbes
for decades. For this project, they
and their teams are collaborating
with engineers from MBARI to test
new ways of adaptively sampling
oceanographic features such as openocean eddies, swirling masses of water
that move slowly across the Pacific
Ocean, which can have large effects on
ocean microbes.

These new robots will allow
researchers to track and study
ocean microbes in unprecedented
detail.

In late February 2018, MBARI
engineers completed the construction
and testing of three new LRAUVs
in collaboration with UH Mānoa
scientists, and delivered them last
week for their first deployment in
Hawaiian waters.

Ocean microbes produce at least
fifty percent of the oxygen in our
atmosphere while removing large
amounts of carbon dioxide. They
also form the foundation of marine
food webs, including those that
support global ocean fisheries.
Edward DeLong and David Karl,
oceanography professors in the UH
Mānoa School of Ocean and Earth
Science and Technology (SOEST)
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As the LRAUVs move through the
ocean, they collect information
about water temperature, chemistry,
and chlorophyll (an indicator of
microscopic algae) and send this data
to scientists on shore or on a nearby
ship.
Additionally, a unique aspect of these

AUVs is an integrated Environmental
Sample Processor (ESP), a miniature
robotic laboratory that collects and
preserves seawater samples at sea,
allowing researchers to capture a
snapshot of the organisms’ genetic
material and proteins.

time, space and cost - saving solutions
low power consumption for autonomous operations
advanced data delivery algorithms, addressing and networking, remotely configurable settings
extendable platform with multiple configuration options: power-saving Wake Up module, acoustic releaser,
additional sensors, custom solutions, OEM versions available

USBL POSITIONING SYSTEMS

LBL POSITIONING SYSTEMS

simultaneous positioning and communication - no need
to switch between positioning mode and modem mode

highly accurate, precise and stable performance,
simultaneous positioning and data transmissions

-

-

flexible SiNAPS positioning software
reliable data transmissions
range: up to 8000 m
accuracy: up to 0.04 degrees

MBARI has been developing ESPs for
about 15 years. The first instruments
were about the size of a 55-gallon
drum. These latest ESPs, the third
generation, are eight to ten inches
in diameter—one-tenth the original
size—and were designed specifically
to fit inside an LRAUV.

UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC MODEMS

Jim Birch, MBARI’s lead engineer on
the ESP project commented, “When
we first talked about putting an ESP
in an AUV, I thought to myself ‘this is
never going to happen.’

- range: up to 8000 m
- depth: up to 6000 m
- data rate: up to 62.5 kbps

"But now I really think this is going to
transform oceanography by giving us
a persistent presence in the ocean—a
presence that doesn’t require a boat,
can operate in any weather condition,

reliable data transmissions even in adverse conditions,
customizable R-series modems, light and compact M-series
“mini” modems, new S2CM - HS high-speed modem,
special editions for developers, S2C communication and
positioning emulator - remote access or standalone device

EvoLogics GmbH
Ackerstrasse 76,
13355 Berlin, Germany

flexible SiNAPS positioning software
reliable data transmissions
range: up to 8000 m
accuracy: better than 0.01 m

Meet us at

UNDERSEA DEFENCE
TECHNOLOGY 2018!
June 26 - 28, 2018
Glasgow, UK
Stand B6
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and can stay within the same water
mass as it drifts around the open
ocean.”
With its surveying ability, the LRAUV
allows scientists to discover, track, and
sample open-ocean eddies, which can
be over 100 km (62 miles) across and
last for months.
When these eddies spin
counterclockwise they bring water
from the depths up toward the
surface. This water often carries
nutrients that microscopic algae
(phytoplankton) need to survive.
“The new LRAUVs can transit for
over 600 miles, and use their
own ‘eyes and ears’ to detect
important oceanographic events
like phytoplankton blooms,” DeLong
explained.

7,500+

“These new underwater drones will
greatly extend our reach to study
remote areas, and also will allow us
to sample and study oceanographic
events and features we can see by
remote satellite imaging, even when
ships are not available.”
An expeditionary cruise aboard
the Schmidt Ocean Institute’s (SOI)
research vessel Falkor leaves on
March 10 for open-ocean sea trials
of MBARI’s newly-designed LRAUVs.
During this cruise, the researchers
will locate an eddy using satellite
data and then deploy the LRAUVs to
survey the feature and collect water
samples.
When the robots return to the
surface and are recovered, UH
Mānoa researchers will extract DNA

from the filters. This information
will provide unique insight into
the eddy’s duration, stability, and
influence on the ocean systems;
and will improve current ocean
models, which are critical for
developing expectations on the
health of future oceans.
“Although this fleet of AUVs will
never replace our need for a
capable research vessel, it will
provide much needed access to the
sea and the collection of novel data
sets that would not otherwise be
possible,” said Karl.
This research is supported by the
Simons Foundation, the National
Science Foundation, the Schmidt
Ocean Institute, the David and
Lucile Packard Foundation, and the
State of Hawai‘i.
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A long-range AUV cruises beneath the surface during field trials in Hawaii. Image courtesy of Elisha Wood-Charlson,
University of Hawaii
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SwarmDiver
Aquabotix has released SwarmDiver.
This consists of a micro unmanned
surface vehicle (USV) coupled with
a number of unmanned underwater
vehicles (UUV) that operate in a
swarm.
Multiple SwarmDivers can
function simultaneously as a single
coordinated entity, be can be easily
controlled via one operator on the
surface, and perform dives
on command to collect valuable
intelligence.
"Maritime swarming is rapidly
becoming an area of focus for naval
forces globally," said a spokesman.
"SwarmDive advances amphibious
warfare tactics as it is engineered
to handle dynamic operational
situations, including Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance
(ISR) missions and sophisticated,
coordinated assaults through
tracking, trailing and overwhelming
targets.
"In addition to defense and security
applications, SwarmDivers can
be deployed in research, harbour
management and oceanography."
The SwarmDiver can operate as
both a UUV (diving underwater) and
a USV (on the surface). The units
weigh just 1.7kg and have a length of
75cm. It has a vertical dive capability,
and a dive depth of 50m. It is easily
deployable and recoverable, sending
data wirelessly upon surfacing,
They have a high accuracy
temperature (+/-0.1deg) and
pressure sensor (+/- 2cm depth) as
well as additional sensor payloads
being available.
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SwarmDiver AUVs radiating from the Surface vessel
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Imotus-1
Cellula’s new Imotus-1 is an Hovering Autonomous Underwater
Vehicle (HAUV) specifically designed to operate within confined
environments and in a range of fluids.
The majority of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs)
currently in operation are torpedo-shaped. Such a
hydrodynamic hull confers the ability to pass through
the water quickly and efficiently with minimal
resistance and thereby allows the vehicle to
cover a large area in a given time. These
vehicles are characteristically efficient in one
direction but have to keep flying or else they
just drift around aimlessly.
When Cellula decided to develop its
Imotus AUV for the maintenance and
asset integrity sector, it required a
different set of priorities. Typical tasks
that it will have to face include internal
mapping and inspection of flooded
offshore structures, vessel ballast
and FPSO tanks inspection, and the
exploration of large bore municipal
water pipelines and hydroelectic
penstocks.
The AUV, therefore, has to be able
to be small to get through confined
passageways, fly to a point of interest,
stop and look around. It therefore
needs a hovering capability.

In this method, the Imotus uses a
sonar system and a suite of sensors
to detect physical surfaces inside
this confined, unknown environment
and map their location into a highresolution 3-D model within the
vehicle’s memory.
SLAM algorithms calculate the AUV’s
location inside this model, allowing
the vehicle to auto-navigate, stationkeep, route-follow and autonomously
operate. The technique is particularly
suitable for mapping storage tanks but
can equally be used in open water.
There is an option for the AUV to
navigate using a mixture of both SLAM
and traditional waypoint methods. If
in acoustic communications range,
it can also be manoeuvred in any
direction by means of a touch screen
pad. The advantage of this method is
that it doesn’t need a global reference
such as a satellite or subsea acoustic
beacon, and it plans paths around
obstacles by default.
The Imotus-1 AUV is around 1m tall
but its modular frame can be extended
larger. The duration of the vehicle is

around 12 hours and it is rated to
150m water depth, although this can
be deeper on request. The shape can
be broadly described as consisting
of two hemispheres, the upper
consisting of the floatation and the
lower part being flattened into four
panels.
Internally, the central frame supports
the thrusters. It uses ROS protocol
to communicate between the
navigation sensors, main computer
and payload modules. The vehicle
carries a range of inspection tools
including a high resolution stills
camera, scanning sonars, 2D LiDAR,
HD video with 24 megapixel stills
camera, and water chemistry
sensors (e.g. CTD, DO, Hydrocarbon,
turbidity).
An integrated ultrasonic thickness
gauge allows Imotus-1 to take
detailed measurements of steel pipes
and walls, for generation of corrosion
maps of the survey targets.
When testing wall thickness, a brush
can clean the metal surface prior
to contact by the ultrasonic probe.

Cellula is also working in association
with 3D at Depth on a solution for
leak detection measurement.
Because of the thruster layout, the
Imotus can move in 6 degrees of
freedom and can thus fly around
in any direction at any angle. An
optional docking station allows the
AUV to reside permanently at the
work site.
A blue-light modem provides realtime, 100 Mbps communications
allowing it to upload the collected
data contactlessly without requiring
a wet mate connector. An inductive
power transfer allows recharging.
Last year, Ocean Networks Canada
sponsored a successful docking
demonstration In which Imotus-1
Imotus-1 used its SLAM algorithms
to hold station, track, manoeuvre
around obstacles, and dock to
an underwater charging station.
In 2018 Imotus-1 will be used in
the North Sea for commercial
survey and inspection work inside
the structural legs of an offshore
platform.

While the vehicle has to work
autonomously, the designers decided to
incorporate an optional fibre optic line to
provide real-time video feedback if required.
Should this line snag on anything as it travels,
it can be automatically severed by the vehicle
and allow the Imotus to carry on the mission
autonomously or abort and follow a safe route back to
the extraction point.
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Many AUVs work by predefining a mission and navigating the
vehicle along a series of waypoints until it reaches its final
destination. In applications such as exploration in flooded mines
where the geography is unmapped, however, this waypoint
strategy it is not really practicable. When working in
ballast tanks and a FPSOs, moving in the passageways
can also be quite difficult when there are multiple
bulkheads. It becomes very easy for the vehicle to lose
its way.
The developers had to look for an alternative navigation
strategy and found it in the shape of Simultaneous Localisation
and Mapping (SLAM). Development of SLAM was made possible
through funding from the National Research Council’s Industrial
Research Assistance Program (IRAP).
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Unmanned Vehicles
By 2009, AUVs were becoming established in the survey
marketplace. The traditional method of surveying pipelines,
etc, was to mount sensors in towfish or an ROV. The main
drawback was the cost of the mother vessel and that the
speed of the survey was limited to the speed of the ship.
An alternative was to use a boat with downward pointing
acoustic sensors. This was cheaper but the resolution was not
as good as when using remote tools that could bet nearer the
target, and the rocking of the hull in bad weather causes the
beam angle to change. The industry soon began to look to
the advantages that the new generation of AUVs inherently
bought.
Perhaps the main downside to AUVs was their limited battery
life. One potential alternative was to use a diesel engine,
however, this required an air intake and, therefore, could not
be used underwater.
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One compromise was a compromise in the shape of a novel
vehicle design developed by the unmanned boat designers
ASV, for C&C Technologies. This was a vessel with a cruciform
shape that particularly long operational duration measured
in days rather than hours. When travelling, the hull was
just below the waves, leaving the tower, with its air inlet an
communications equipment piercing the waves. This was
counterbalanced by a lead-filled keel that gave the vehicle
stability. The design had a small waterplane and did not suffer
from wave action. It had a speed of 4 kts for four days or 8 kts
for two days.
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The USS630 Underwater vehicle in Aug 2009 issue of UT2
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At the recent Oceanology show in London, IXblue took the
opportunity to demonstrate its latest vehicle. This has taken
this cruciform-shaped a step further.

A model of the DriX,
showing the keel, at a
recent exhibition

UT2 Issue 2 May 2018

Called the DriX, it is seen by its designers as a game-changer.
This sleek, highly hydrodynamic hull form sits on the
water, like a surfaced submarine, rather than below like a

The DriX at a recent exhibition

semisubmersible. It is nearly 8m long
and has a narrow beam of only 0.7m.
At the tip of its keel, 2m below the
bottom, lies a gondola that contains a
number of sensors, far away from the
noise of the propeller.
Specifically designed with a
revolutionary hull shape optimised for
both coastal and offshore missions,
and manufactured using state of the
art composite materials, DriX operates
with the utmost stability, guaranteeing
the best possible results.
“The design, purely focused on
balance and hydrodynamics,
smoothens the movements and
gives the vessel considerable natural
stability, and thus, the greatest
opportunity of getting accurate sensor
readings,” said Guillaume Eudeline,
Business Development Manager for
the Shipyard Division at iXblue
“This is particularly important in

hostile weathers and offshore
environments. “Many of the current
generation of autonomous vessels
are based on traditionally V-shaped or
catamaran hulls.

bolted a gondola. The gondola
houses the sensor payload in
a noise-reduced and bubblefree optimum data gathering
environment.

"With DriX, we wanted to take full
advantage of the unmanned nature,
which meant that it was designed
without any reference to a human
carrier hull shape.

This data can be transmitted through
WIFI /radio, or manually through an
on-board retrieval plug.

The result is not only a fast and
safe vessel, but it has outstanding
seakeeping capabilities. To create
such a multi-role vessel we needed
a vehicle that was light, resilient and
with high endurance.”
DriX is fabricated from an advanced
kevlar-reinforced composite material
in IXblue’s own shipyard facilities in
France.
The DriX consists of a main body, a
mast and a drop keel. On the keel,
located 2m below the surface, is

The possibility of changing the
gondola and its payloads, along with
compatibility to third-party-friendly
architecture, makes it especially
suitable for multiple applications
such as exploration, pre-site
installation, touchdown monitoring,
undersea inspection and Metocean,
decommissioning.
It can also be used for
environmental, geophysical, and
hydrographic surveys. The sensors
electronic cabinets within the hull
are easily accessible and removable.
This means that it is possible to
change payloads swiftly and easily.
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DrIx from iXblue
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EMPOWERING

“Regardless of the application, dataacquisition is reliable, even at highspeed due to a number of design
improvements, such as a wave piercing
shape that keeps the slamming effect
to a minimum, even in rough seas,” said
Eudeline.
Powered by a single propeller that
enables a top-speed of 14 kts,
DriX offers between 1 to 10 days
of endurance. Multiple navigation
options tools are also available such as
autopilot, remote supervisor action, a
“follow-me” function and a “hovering”
mode.
Bibby HydroMap, one of the UK's
leading providers of hydrographic and
geophysical surveys, have become
early adopters of DriX, by announcing
a partnership with iXblue to bring the
a new unmanned surface vessel to the
European market.
Initially mobilised with a dualhead
Teledyne RESON SeaBat T50 integrated
multibeam echosounder system to
give the highest quality hydrographic
data, DriX will be available to Bibby
HydroMap’s existing and new
customers from June 2018, and
will offer increased production and
productivity during survey data.

DrIx from iXblue

Custom EMO Multiplexer system from MacArtney
There is a growing requirement
for reliable transmission of large
amounts of data and video from
ROVs, ROTVs, ocean observatories
and instrumentation packages.
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Gathering high-quality data from
the deep sea is a challenging
undertaking, which calls for ensuring
that multiple sensor and equipment
types work in perfect unison and that
all data are efficiently transmitted to
the surface for analysis.
MacArtney's DOMINO-7 MUX is a
compact fibre optic system with
a wide range of MUX channel
and power supply configurations.
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Offering three videos with 10 bit
data channels, the DOMINO design
also offers two industry-standard
multibeam ports, consisting
of gigabit Ethernet (GBE)
communications, coupled
with 48 VDC supply voltage,
all provided within the
same connection.
During the past couple
of decades, MacArtney
has built up a strong
and versatile track
record of supplying inhouse developed and
manufactured EMO and
NEXUS multiplexers and

complete telemetry solutions to
OEMs, system providers and operators
all over the world.

WORLD LEADER IN UNDERWATER e-ROBOTIC SYSTEMS
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A ROV with a DOMINO-7 MUX

THE FUTURE
IS ELECTRIC
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Unmanned Vehicles
H2Omni-x

Evologics

Xocean

H2O Robotics has developed a
modular man-portable unmanned
surface vehicle, the H2Omni-x. Its
applications include inspection
and monitoring of marine
environments and infrastructure as
well as mapping/surveying, both
in confined spaces and in open
waters.

the slipway. Historically, it has been
challenge to recover the vessel in bad
weather, so designers have developed
some methods for that.
"The rudder system has been
improved to make it more resilient and
manoeuvrable, although it has always
been able to keep station within a fairly
small radius," said a spokesman.

Additionally, it can be used
for AUV and diver tracking
as well as for research.

"The new version has some additional
space and potentially more power for
the payload.

The dynamically positioned
vehicle consists of a
waterproof carbon fibre
monocoque shell with PVC
flotation.
It is around 1m diameter at its
widest point and stands 385mm
tall. It is powered by four thrusters
which give it a maximum speed of
1m/sec. Its 12V power comes from
a gel battery.
"The vehicle can be used for
seafloor and surface mapping.
Sensors, cameras, sonars of
acoustic/positioning systems can
be incorporated within the vehicle
solar cells give the H2Omni-X longterm operation.

"We are currently looking at a project
which will make the boat capable of
operating in the Southern Ocean over
winter. There are very large waves and
high winds with the water temperature
often below freezing point and the air
temperature maybe down to -40o.
Xocean has commissioned the build
of a second unmanned surface vessel.
The company, based on the North East
Coast of Ireland, is in the final stages
of testing their first USV, the XO-450,
a 750kg vessel with a wave-piercing
catamaran-type hull. It is hybrid
powered featuring a 2kW diesel
generator and 640W solar deck that
work in conjunction to keep the 5kWh
lithium battery charged. This powers
the electric thrusters. Travelling
at 3.5kt, it has an 18-day or 1500
nautical mile range.
Xocean offers turnkey data collection
services to survey companies and
government agencies. Applications
include hydrographic survey, fish
stock survey, data harvesting, met
ocean data and environmental
monitoring.
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H2Omni-x
There are also two configuration
options to increase speed/
autonomy. Raising the platform
on skis, the speed increases
significantly while a petrol engine
can be added to the catamaran.
Onboard software allows the use of
open-source algorithms.
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The company focuses simply on
data acquisition, as opposed to
data processing. By concentrating
on this, they can offer work on a
"no data-no fee" basis where they
accept all the risk in terms of weather
and related downtime. By operating
the platform on a 24/7 basis, they
estimate it to be a third the cost
of conventional manned survey
methods.

Autonaut
Autonaut has begun rolling out the
5m version of its Autonaut unmanned
surface vessel USV, adding to the
original 3.5m vessel.
The new model has more power and
space available, while incorporating
several design upgrades, including
refinement to the wave-foil
technology.
The Autonaut 5m version is stronger
with added more capability. It can be
easily launched from a ship as well as

"Further north, it is a little warmer
than that, but certainly cold enough to
suffer from freezing sea spray. It is not
called the furious Fifties for nothing.
Certainly 10m waves and probably
bigger. The boat will either be pitched
poled or capsized."
Autonaut has been in contact with
two universities to discuss technology
solutions for problems of icing and
how to avoid a collision.
As the vessel is going to be operating in
latitudes in winter, the solar panels are
not going to be particularly effective
and an alternative power source will
be required to provide the on-board
electricity. This may necessitate some
sort of energy harvesting device
or alternatively, marinising and
ruggedising a fuel cell.
One of the most recent deliveries has
been to the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU). The
vessel will be used for development
in autonomous systems and
oceanographic studies.

Autonaut

NTNU will station their AutoNaut at
the Trondheim campus while working
closely with their collaborators across
Europe and the United States.

At the recent Oceanology exhibition in receive satellite or wireless signals
London, Evologics talked about using for position fixing and two-way with
its Sonobot system for a AUV tracking the AUV.
function.
It can also relay navigation
commands to recall it or change the
As the AUV moves underwater,
navigation route and maybe also
its position becomes increasingly
receiving information about AUV
uncertain unless it can connect with
status, eg, battery life.
a point of known position such as a
beacon or landmark.
The Sonobot can also help ROVs and
The idea is to sail the sonobot directly even divers by providing guidance in
areas of bad visbility.
above the AUV. The Sonobot can

ASV
ASV is leading a new £1.2million
research project in partnership
with BMT to enhance the safety
and reliability of autonomous
navigation.
The project team will use
deep learning machine vision
systems trained with a unique
combination of simulated and
real world data. Part-funded by
Innovate UK, this project will
enhance situational awareness
enabling the USV to operate in
extreme and congested marine
environments.
The Synthetic Imagery training
for Machine Vision in Extreme
Environments (SIMVEE) project
will build upon ASV’s existing,
COLREG cognisant, autonomous
collision avoidance and path
planning capability. The project
will use BMT’s REMBRANDT
simulator to train and validate
ASV Global’s vision algorithms to
detect and classify objects at sea.

A key project output will be
improved situational awareness for
both the autonomy onboard and
the remote human supervisor. The
unique combination of real world
and simulated data to train deep
learning algorithms will improve
the reliability of the existing system
extending safe operations into
complex environments with a wide
range of objects to detect, classify
and avoid.
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ROVs

ROVs

Falcon To Hunt Ocean Trackers

Forum XLe
as part of the Dalhousie Glider Group.
The field technical staff at OTN directly
service and maintain the program’s
acoustic receiver arrays and in some
cases oceanographic sensors, on the
Canadian east and west coasts.
Beyond this, the team collaborates
with researchers around the globe on
best practices and problem resolutions
regarding the scientific moorings
which they deploy as part of their
studies. This includes the Canadian
Arctic, and other inaccessible or
remote locations.
OTN has developed a global
infrastructure to collect
comprehensive data on sea animals
in relation to the ocean’s changing
physical properties. Despite its
sophisticated technology, the
tracking is conceptually quite
simple: scientists tag a wide
range of aquatic species
— salmon, tuna, whales,
sharks, penguins, crabs, and
seals, to name a few — with
small electronic transmitters
(primarily acoustic tags, but
also satellite and data archival
tags).

A Saab Seaeye Falcon
underwater robotic
vehicle is helping find lost
aquatic animal tracking
stations in oceans around
the world.
The Ocean Tracking
Network (OTN) based
at Dalhousie University,
will deploy the Falcon to
recover acoustic tracking
receivers missing from
deployment sites on the seabed,
principally in the waters of the
Northwest Atlantic, the test hub of
OTN and a hotspot for Atlantic ocean
tracking research.
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OTN is the world’s aquatic animal
tracking network with over 2000
acoustic tracking stations located
across five oceans, spanning seven
continents, and in freshwater systems
that serve as highways to the oceans
for species that migrate between
fresh and salt waters.
During their time underwater, up to
5% of receivers may pose recovery
problems, either due to equipment
failure, biofouling, or extreme
environmental conditions that
move the stations away from their
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Saab Seaeye Falcon
deployment coordinates. This leaves
valuable equipment and extremely
valuable data stranded on the ocean floor.
On these occasions, the Falcon can be
sent anywhere in the world to try and
find the missing equipment.
OTN selected the Saab Seaeye Falcon
through a public tendering process which
chose the Falcon because, in OTN’s view,
it is the most powerful and capable ROV
of its size, class and depth rating.

Primarily, the Falcon will be used as a
means to recover the lost stations but
it is also expected to serve the broader
Dalhousie ocean science community

Acoustic receivers pick up
coded signals from acoustic
tags, which identify individual
tagged creatures that pass within the
receiver’s range (typically about half
a kilometre). By contrast, externally
attached satellite and archival tags
typically release at a preprogrammed
interval and transmit their data via
satellite communication. Tags and
receivers can also be outfitted with
sophisticated sensors that measure
temperature, depth, salinity, currents,
chemistry, and other properties.
OTN expect their Falcon to be very
busy. There will be many missions
beyond tending equipment. For
example, the Falcon’s camera
systems will provide underwater film
footage that will play an important
role in engaging the public and
communicating OTN’s research
activities and results.

Forum has launched the XLe Spirit, the
first of a new generation of electric
vehicles which will be rolled out over
the next few years. The new range of
electric vehicles will gradually replace
the existing Sub Atlantic vehicles.
The compact XLe Spirit is primarily
suited to observation and inspection
tasks, whilst being powerful enough to
perform light maintenance and repair
duties, especially with the optional
electric or hydraulic five function
manipulator arms.
The 8kW ROV weighs 200kg including
a 35kg payload and is rated to working
in 1000m depth. Six Sub-Atlantic
thrusters - four horizontal and two
vertical give a total forward thrust of
over 70kgf. This gives it a theoretical
forward speed of 2.9 kt, a lateral
speed of 1.8 kt and a vertical speed
1.7 kt. The thrusters all have the same
RS485 interface with closed loop
speed control for maximum vehicle
controllability.
Active DC power control down the
tether corrects for voltage drops.
Tethers use less copper and are
smaller, lighter and lower cost allowing
for longer ROV excursions. The 400Hz
high frequency and 60Hz transformers
are not required resulting in a
reduction in system weight
The XLe Spirit has an advanced control
electronics pod which enables superior
connectivity and expansion capabilities
when compared with other ROV’s on
the market.
All sensor telemetry and video is
routed to the surface via a low latency
Ethernet backbone, which allows
for seamless integration with other
industry sensors using common IP
architecture and ease of remote data
distribution.

Forum XLe

obstacle avoidance sonars, scaling
lasers, CP probes (analogue or digital),
responder/transponders and gyros
can be integrated into the vehicle.
The Spirit hand control unit is
ergonomically designed, with
a touchscreen and is instantly
configurable for different tasks. The
surface control system uses the Forum
Integrated Control Engine (ICETM)
common to all the Perry vehicles with
a dedicated real-time controller and
an intuitive user configurable graphics
user interface.
Each vehicle in the XLe range will have
the same common architecture found
in larger work-class and trencher
vehicles in the Forum product range.
This means that the ROV pilots will
be able to identify and be conversant
with the control systems instantly.

Hydraulic power can be supplied by
an optional skid if required.
While there is sometimes no
alternative to the power provided
by hydraulic manipulators, the
vehicle may be specified with electric
manipulators, minimising any fluid
in the vehicle, which is an increasing
environmental requirement in certain
industries.
Kevin Taylor, Forum’s VP subsea
vehicles, commented: “We
recognised the time was right to
introduce a new range of electric
ROV’s as confidence begins to return
to a depressed market. The XLe Spirit
is the first vehicle in the range with
innovative features which will meet
the expectations and requirements of
operators.”
Hand-held controller
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Up to 4 composite cameras may be
fitted to the vehicle, with additional
interfaces available for IP cameras, HD
or SD.
Optional stills cameras, dimmable LED
lights, echosounder, multibeam and
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ROVs
Merlin WR200

Sabertooth

IKM Subsea Singapore signed a contract with PTTEPI
for their appraisal campaign offshore in Myanmar.
IKM Subsea will be providing a Merlin WR200
electrical propulsion system together with a BOP
intervention tool and an IKM Technology designed
and built diamond wire cutter for this project onboard
the rig.

The first in a planned fleet of Saab Seaeye Sabertooth
underwater electric robotic vehicles has been ordered
by a leading company in the sector.

This marks as IKM’s second deepest dive in South East
Asia as the water depth ranges from 200m to 2000m.

The major investment signals a recognition by the
oil and gas industry that Sabertooth's unique design
concept offers considerable benefits and cost savings
to the sector.
Sabertooth is the only roaming and hovering system
that can operate in both fully autonomous (AUV) and
tethered (ROV) modes, enabling fully flexible dual
operations from a single platform.
This means it can undertake a wide range of tasks
including inspection, maintenance and repair, across
a wide range of subsea operations to include site
investigation surveys through to decommissioning
support.
Saab Seaeye will work with their customer in making
significant further advances in the capability of
Sabertooth in order to meet new demands from
end-users. Their customer also sees the Sabertooth
concept as significantly decreasing their own operating
costs.

Atom
behaviour-based control architecture,
which comprises hardware and
software building blocks that allow
harmonious integration of systems and
accelerate future developments.
l At the Saab Seaeye stand at
Oceanology International 2018,
Subsea Technology & Rentals' (STR's)
Managing Director, Scott Johnstone
announced plans to expand its Falcon
fleet.
Growing demand over the last
12 months for the Falcon from
their clients in the Oil and Gas and
Renewable sectors has led STR to
expand their rental resource, as their
existing Falcons are currently on long
term rental.

SMD's Atom

A suite of advanced survey sensors will come with
each Sabertooth which will be configured to allow
additional sensors to be quickly integrated for a
range of project specific applications.

Subsea equipment design and
manufacturer Soil Machine Dynamics
(SMD) will supply its Atom Mk1
1000m 100hp Work Class Remotely
Operated Vehicle (ROV) system
to Chinese power specialist China
Southern Power Extra High Voltage
Power Transmission Company (EHV,
CSG), a subsidiary of the state-owned
China Southern Power Grid (CSG).

Helping make this, and further
advances possible is
Sabertooth's iCON
intelligent
IKM's Merlin ROV
“This award definitely boosts IKM’s ROV utilisation for
2018/19. With ongoing projects with SolstadFarstad,
the IKM designed, built and operated Merlin
WR200, shows advance electrical propulsion
systems being a more reliable choice” says
Ruben Subramaniam, IKM Subsea’s Business
Development Manager.
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The ROV will be used for inspection
of the 31km physical power cable
connections in the Qiongzhou Strait
between Hainan Island and mainland
China. The Qiongzhou strait often
experiences high currents so it was
essential that CSG chose a compact
and powerful ROV to cope with the
harsh conditions.

“The hybrid electrohydraulic technology
provides clients with more uptime with
numerous contingencies while reminding
us that IKM have developed a fail proof
mechanism for continuous dive time.
Knowledge sharing, continuous improvement
and team work are the key elements for IKM
Subsea’s wining milestone projects over these years”
adds Ruben Subramaniam.
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Saab Seaeye Sabertooth

The Atom system is SMD’s lightest
work class ROV suitable for offshore
power applications, survey and light
construction duties, and can be
mobilised on vessels with limited
deck space. For this contract, SMD
will integrate a TSS350 cable tracking

system and other survey tools to
perform cable inspection.
Scheduled for delivery at the end
of 2018, the ROV will be equipped
with SMD’s proven and reliable range
of Curvetech components, DVECSII
control system and 20ft control
cabin which will be mobilised on
board CSG’s new cable installation
vessel. As part of the contract, SMD
Services is also providing bespoke
training courses to ensure CSG’s
operational team are prepared with
the necessary operating skills.
SMD Services will utilise CRRC SMD
Shanghai’s facilities to support
mobilisation of the ROV on board
CSG’s new vessel.
They will also lead on the sea trials
ensuring the ROV operates at
maximum capacity with support
from the SMD Services offshore
team, who will be on hand to provide
assistance for any on deck ROV
support.
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NORTH OF ENGLAND EVENING MEETING:

Well Intervention & MMO Marine Licensing
Nexans supplies Beatrice Wind Farm

Evening Meeting, Newcastle
Department of Marine Technology, Armstrong Building, Newcastle University

Nexans has reached two key
milestones in its major contract to
create the high voltage power export
connection for Scotland’s Beatrice
588 MW offshore wind farm.

The members of the North of
England branch of the Society for
Underwater Technology gathered at
Newcastle University on a cold March
evening for the second evening
meeting of 2018.

The first of the two 400 kV onshore
cable links and the high voltage
accessories have been installed
successfully and tested on site.
At the same time, the Nexans
factory in Norway has completed the
manufacturing of the 220 kV offshore
cable and loaded the final section
onto the Group’s Skagerrak cable
laying vessel for the journey across
the North Sea to the Moray Firth,
where it will be installed and later
trenched into the seabed by Nexans’
unique Capjet system.
Offshore and onshore cables:
Connecting Beatrice Offshore Wind
Farm to the Scottish grid
The Beatrice Offshore Windfarm
project, scheduled to be fully
operational by 2019, is a joint
venture between SSE, Copenhagen
Infrastructure Partners and Red Rock
Power Limited - the UK subsidiary
of China’s SDIC Power Holding Co.
Located in the Moray Firth it will be
Scotland’s largest wind farm, with
the combined output of 84 turbines
capable of generating enough
electricity to power approximately
450,000 homes.
To export the energy from the wind
farm to the grid, the two offshore
cables take a route of 70 km along
the seabed to a landfall point to the
west of Portgordon on the Moray
coast.
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A transition joint bay then connects
them to the onshore cable system,
which takes a 20 km route to
Blackhillock substation. From there,
the 400 kV onshore cables will
transmit the electricity to the grid.

complete power transmission cable
system. This included the delivery of
a total of 265 km of cables, including
145 km of 220 kV offshore cables,
115 km of 220 kV and 5 km of 400 kV
onshore cables and the associated
high voltage accessories.
Nexans completed the laying and
burial of the first offshore cable
route in 2017 and connected it to
the offshore platform in February
2018. In March 2018, Nexans
installed the 400 kV onshore circuits
and their outdoor sealing ends
using its expertise of carrying out
the termination works horizontally
prior to connecting them vertically at
Blackhillock substation.
“The Beatrice project perfectly
illustrates our capacity to deliver
turnkey grid connection solutions for
offshore wind farms,” said Vincent
Dessale, Senior Executive Vice
President for the Subsea and Land
Systems business group at Nexans.
“For many years Nexans has been
committed to facilitating the energy
transition in Europe and worldwide,
and we are proud to contribute
to building Scotland’s largest wind
farm.”
The offshore cables for the Beatrice
Offshore Wind Farm were produced
in Halden, Norway and installed
by Nexans Norway. The onshore
cables were manufactured at Nexans
Benelux facility in Charleroi, Belgium
and installed by Nexans France. The
associated high voltage accessories
were delivered by Nexans
Switzerland.
For over 15 years Nexans has been
a key driver in the development of
wind farm technology. It was the first
company to manufacture three-core
245 kV submarine cables as well
as the first to manufacture 420 kV
submarine cables.

To date, Nexans cables have enabled
Nexans was awarded the turnkey
in excess of 3,500 MW of offshore
contract to design, manufacture, test, wind farm energy to be integrated
deliver,
and install
bothGrand
circuits
of thePhoto:
intoElaine
power
grids across the world.
Helix
Canyon
Offshore’s
Canyon.
Maslin
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The evening began with an intriguing
presentation from Craig Loughlin
and Chris Turner representing the
Marine Management Organisation
(MMO) who are an executive nondepartmental public body working
at arm’s length to government and
are tasked with promoting economic
growth while protecting the UK’s
marine environment.
Craig began by describing the role
of the MMO. The body was formed
as a result of the Marine and
Coastal Access Act of 2009 and are
responsible for planning, licensing
and conservation alongside the
management of EU funding from the
European Maritime Fisheries Fund
(EMFF).
The area managed by the MMO
extends from where a river becomes
tidal to the median line (or 200km
from the shoreline) and totals
just over 230 000km2 which is
approximately double the land mass
of England.
The MMO are currently working to
improve marine registration and their
digital services. They are tasked to
innovate and pioneer despite budget
constraints and align themselves with
other Defra bodies.
Craig followed on to explain that the
long term plan aligns with the recent
government report ‘A Green Future:
Our 25 Year Plan to Improve the
Environment’ a 151-page document
detailing the current government
plan to improve the environment
over the next generation. He then
mentioned the MMO’s work with
overseas territories on what is known
as the blue belt program.
To finish his part of the presentation,
he discussed a few of the MMO’s key

achievements since the organisations
inception including how the MMO
were able to create and implement
the first marine planning system. He
also stated that they have seen fish
stocks improve in recent times due to
their work and have currently had 615
projects approved for funding by the
EMFF. Craig then passed over to Chris
to give some more detail into the work
the MMO do with regards to marine
licensing.
Initially, Chris explained to the
group that marine licensing came in
during an amalgamation of previous
regimes in April of 2011 and defined
that there are four types of marine
licensing usually dealt with, these are:
International, European, Domestic
Primary and Domestic Secondary.
He then moved to give details on
scenarios in which marine licensing is
required.
One of these he detailed was for
construction. This category is quite
extensive as it covers everything from
more conventional developments in
ports and marinas to the construction
of coastal flood defence systems. Large
coastal developments, such as bridges,
and even art installations also fall into
this classification.
He also explained how licensing
is also required for the deposit or
removal of any object from the marine
environment and the scuttling or
incineration of vessels and objects.
Dredging also requires marine licensing
to be acquired.
Chris then clarified that there are
some situations in which a license is
unnecessary. Typically, these are due
to the assumption that the activity will
cause little to no impact such as the
use of small scientific instruments or
for safety purposes such as firefighting.
One area that Chris highlighted
involved the construction of coastally
located nuclear facilities. Following
the Fukushima Daiichi disaster in
2011 initiated by a Tsunami, the
development of nuclear facilities has

Wednesday 14th March 2018

involved the requirement to ensure
protection of these facilities from such
events in order to avoid similar disaster
in the future. Chris then identified the
development of offshore renewable
projects as another area within the
energy sector that the MMO are
responsible for licensing.
In order to provide an applicant with a
license for any of the aforementioned
marine operations the MMO must
access a wide range of information and
review all relevant legislations.
They may also consult with other
Defra bodies where appropriate to the
specific application at hand. The pair
then opened the floor to questions.
One question asked regarded the
licensing required for offshore oil and
gas operations. Craig then stipulated
that the MMO are not responsible
for the marine licensing for this
application; however they are often
used as a consulting body where
appropriate expertise is required.
Following on from the MMO’s
presentation on marine licensing,
a presentation was given by Phil
Pennington and Martin Joliffe from
Osbit entitled ‘Introduction to
Well Intervention and Osbit’s Well
intervention Equipment’.
Phil began the talk by giving some
background on the work often done
by Osbit. He described how Osbit work
on the design on manufacture of a
range of bespoke offshore equipment
including: offshore handling, access
systems, trenching, testing and,
the topic of this presentation, well
intervention.
Well intervention, explained Phil,
is the intervening in a well in order
to maximise production capacity
from aging assets or potentially
decommissioning the asset if required.
This involves accessing the well from a
vessel to monitor the well and provide
downhole feedback with the possibility
of making repairs if necessary. The
stimulation of the production of a
well can also be achieved by using

well intervention. Essentially, well
intervention can be split into two
categories: light intervention and
heavy intervention. Light intervention
tends to take place from a monohull
or semi-submersible and tends to
incur fewer costs.
It can also be achieved either with
or without the use of a riser. Heavy
intervention on the other hand, is
far more expensive, generally taking
place from a larger drilling rig and
involves removal or heavy duty
repair of the well using a riser based
system. Phil indicated that the focus
of the rest of his presentation would
lie with light intervention.
Three different types of line are
used for well intervention; these
are slickline, wireline (sometimes
referred to as E-Line) and coiled
tubing. These varieties range widely
in complexity and cost.
Phil began by describing the simplest
of these; the slickline. The slickline
requires few elements topside due
to the low pulling forces possible
and due to relying on gravity this line
can only achieve limited depths. As
a result this type of line is the least
expensive and is used primarily for
the deployment and retrieval of
tools.
The wireline is similar to the slickline
but allows the transmission of
electrical signals, allowing it to power
tools and achieve greater depths
than the standard slickline. This is
the most common of the three lines
detailed by Phil despite the fact that
it has no ability for fluid control.
The most expensive, coiled tubing,
involves a seamless steel pipe
spooled onto a reel and can be used
to pump fluid in or out of the well.
Due to this capability more control
is required during use and a riser
is necessary. He then mentioned
that riser-less approaches are being
investigated.
A riser-less system would be cheaper
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EVENING MEETING, ABERDEEN

1,100+

Robert Gordon University

Changes in the Subsea Landscape
Wednesday 21st March 2018 By Keith Anderson
A strong audience of over forty people had the
opportunity to hear three speakers discuss subsea
project experience from the offshore renewable energy
sector with both unique challenges and parallels to the
Oil & Gas market.
The discussions ranged from the innovative approaches
to wind farm foundations pioneered by Vattenfall; the
challenges of construction and operations in tidal races;
and an updating on inter-array trenching solutions.

as it requires less equipment, less time to build and does
not require the use of a dedicated vessel. However, using a
riser does allow for increased water depths.
Phil went on to describe that observing of the well using a
wireline or a slickline tends to occur initially. Other potential
well interventions can range from pumping and circulation
or perforation using a controlled explosion to repairs or
cement plugging and abandonment. The types of repair
can involve the patching of a tube, the removal of scale
build up and a process known as heavy duty fishing in which
downhole assemblies can be recovered.
A case study of the Siem Helix 2 was then presented by
Martin. The Helix 2 is the second of two new build vessels
dedicated to use for well intervention. He detailed the key
equipment that exists upon the Siem Helix 2 vessel which
allows it to perform specialist well intervention tasks. This
includes the Multi-Purpose Tower (MPT), Intervention
Tension Frame (ITF) and Maintenance Frame as well as the
moveable MoBo Deck.
Recent work completed by Osbit in the field of well
intervention involved the Intervention Riser System (IRS). In
order to prevent the IRS acting as a pendulum a cantilever
system is used during the lowering through the moon pool.
Martin explained that Osbit worked on a project to develop
the design of the maintenance tower and moveable MoBo
deck. The MoBo deck was required to have a 600tonne
capacity and would be positioned 6m above the moon pool.
The deck itself would be able to slide allowing access to
the IRS. This project was successfully completed and will be
used on the Siem Helix vessels.
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The thanks of the members of the North of England branch
are extended; firstly, to the evening’s speakers for providing
the audience with another interesting and informative pair
of presentations and secondly, to the branch sponsors and
the organisers of the meeting. The next meeting of the
branch will take place on 16th May 2018 and will involve
a site visit to Blyth for tours of: The Newcastle University
Marine Propulsion Laboratory, The Blyth Tall Ship, Royal IHC
and Newcastle University’s research vessel and port.
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Adam Ezzamel and Alistair Leighton of Vattenfall
provided an interesting overview of the European
Offshore Wind Development Centre (EOWDC) from
cable challenges through to the innovative foundation
designs.
As a test bed project for advancing technologies in the
offshore wind sector; 66kV cables, maximising turbine
sizes and progressing alternative foundation structures
are part Vattenfall’s remit for the EOWDC. For the
foundations in particular the traditional approach to
monopoles or jackets is compromised by a relatively
shallow sandstone bed rock layer beneath the overlying
sand offshore Blackdog, Aberdeen. This has required an
innovative use of suction cans on granular seabeds for
the offshore wind industry. To-date it was stated there
is only one turbine with suction cans anywhere in the
globe.
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Andy Hibler of James Fisher Offshore presented an
in depth review of the construction challenges in
tidal races, particularly the Meygen tidal array. With
flow speeds up to 12m/s during the tidal cycle, nonreciprocal bearings of reverse tidal cycles and rocky
seabeds, Andy painted a picture of construction vessels
operating at the margins of DP capability, minimal ROV
windows and cable stability concerns that required
tenacity and engineering discipline to overcome. Andy
shared key lessons from Meygen with interesting ideas
of how to broaden operability windows in the future.
Kevin Robb provided an overview of the broadening
of Global Marine Group capabilities through the
acquisition of the Fugro Symphony to further expand
on the cable lay and trenching capabilities within
the Global Offshore business unit. Kevin provided an
overview of track record in the offshore wind inter array
cable market, key equipment capabilities and some of
the difference compared to a typical Oil & Gas project
such as multiple cable installs per development.
The evening provided a good overview of parallel
industries from the experience of much of the audience
and this was reinforced by the many probing questions
during the Q&A sessions following each speaker which
extended the evening.
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PULSE
ULTRASONIC CHEMICAL INJECTION
METERING VALVES

The PULSE CIMV’s nonintrusive, line-of-sight ultrasonic
flowmeter achieves accuracy better than ± 3% of the reading.

Save opex with efficient, accurate
subsea chemical injection.
PULSE* chemical injection metering valves (CIMVs) feature particulate-tolerant ultrasonic technology
that reliably measures chemical inhibitor flow rate without the need for subsea filtration.
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By improving the precision of distributed chemical injection, PULSE CIMVs help you more efficiently mitigate
the formation of production-limiting hydrate, scale, and wax and reduce operating costs over the life of the field.
Find out more at

cameron.slb.com/pulse
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